The paper shows that anti-entropy protocols can process only a limited rate of updates, and proposes and evaluates a new state reconciliation mechanism as well as a flow control scheme for anti-entropy protocols.
INTRODUCTION
Anti-entropy, or gossip, is an attractive way of replicating state that does not have strong consistency requirements [3] . With few limitations, updates spread in expected time that grows logarithmic in the number of participating hosts, even in the face of host failures and message loss. The behavior of update propagation is easily modeled with well-known epidemic analysis techniques. As a result, many distributed applications use gossip to contain various inconsistencies.
In spite of its popularity, little study has been done into how gossip protocols behave under high update load. Gossip protocols purport to deliver messages within a certain configurable number of rounds with high probability, and thus provide synchronous guarantees. Like any other syn-
GOSSIP BASICS
There are two classes of gossip: anti-entropy and rumormongering protocols. Anti-entropy protocols gossip information until it is made obsolete by newer information, and are useful for reliably sharing information among a group of participants. Rumor-mongering has participants gossip information for some amount of time chosen sufficiently high so that with high likelihood all participants receive the information. In this paper, we shall focus on anti-entropyreconciliation and flow control for rumor-mongering have received considerably attention already (see Section 5) .
Let P = {p, q, ...} be a set of participants. Each participant maintains state, which we model as a mapping σ ∈ S = K → (V × N ). Here K is a set of keys, V a set of values, and N an infinite ordered set of version numbers. σ(k) = (v, n) means that key k is mapped to value v and version n. A more recent mapping for the same key contains a larger version number. Both value and version number spaces contain a ⊥ element, and in case of N , ⊥ is the lowest element. Initially all keys on all participants are mapped to (⊥, ⊥).
A participant's state is mutable and is replicated onto all participants. We model this as a mutable mapping µp : P → S maintained by each participant p. A participant p is only Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work or personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. © ACM 2008 ISBN: 978-1-60558-296-2 ...$5.00 allowed to update its own state µp(p) directly. µp(q), p = q, can only be updated indirectly through gossip.
Anti-entropy protocols use a merge or reconciliation operator ⊕ that operates on two states in S and returns a new state. The semantics of σ = σ1 ⊕ σ2 is as follows. Let σ1(k) = (v1, n1), and σ2(k) = (v2, n2). Then σ(k) = (v1, n1) if n1 ≥ n2, and (v2, n2) otherwise.
Each participant p has a set of peers Fp ⊆ P − {p} that it gossips with. In many protocols, Fp = P −{p}. Periodically, p chooses a participant q from Fp at random, and initiates gossip with q. p and q then apply the reconciliation operator to their copies of the participants' states.
There are three styles of gossip that are used. In the most basic form, p simply sends µp to q, and q applies ⊕ to all mappings in µq. That is, ∀r : µ q (r) = µq(r) ⊕ µp(r). This is often referred to as push-gossip. In pull-gossip, p sends to q a digest of its state, which is essentially µp with the values removed, leaving only the keys and version numbers. q then returns to p only the necessary updates to µp, avoiding sending values that are not needed. Push-pull-gossip is like pull-gossip, except that q also sends a list of participant-key pairs for which it has outdated entries compared to p. Upon receipt, p sends the corresponding entries of µp back to q. Push-pull is the most efficient style, and it is the one we focus on in this paper.
If a particular key on a particular participant is no longer updated, its value will propagate to all other participants in expected time that is logarithmic in the number of participants, and is guaranteed to get to all other participants eventually with probability 1 (assuming Fp is chosen sufficiently large [5] ). Message loss and individual participant failures, within reason, do little to slow gossip down.
While seemingly simple, tricky issues arise when gossip is used under high update load while available network bandwidth or CPU cycles are limited. Gossip exchanges use CPU and network resources, but in most published works these have been considered negligible. If the amount of data in updates is significant, then a backlog can build up.
Say that each participant introduces updates at the same rate. While expected latencies continue to grow logarithmic in N , the size of gossip messages grows linearly in N . In practice, the maximum size of gossip messages is limited by the maximum amount of network bandwidth that the gossip protocol may use or by other considerations such as CPU time used for generating and handling messages. This means that it is important that gossip messages are used efficiently, and that the rate of updates is carefully controlled. If the rate of updates were too high, latency may grow without bounds.
In practice, we expect that limiting the rate of updates is less of a problem for applications than increasing the latency of updates. Information that is gossiped is sampled at certain intervals. Applications are typically more interested in recency of information than in how often it is sampled.
For this paper we assume that a gossip message contains at most mtu (Maximum Transmission Unit) tuples, each tuple consisting of a participant identifier p, a key k, a value v, and a version number n, signifying that µp(p)(k) = (v, n) at some time in the past. We call such tuples deltas. (In practice, different deltas may have different sizes-but this is not a major complication.)
RECONCILIATION
When two participants p and q gossip using reconciliation mechanism π, p ends up sending to q a set of deltas ∆ . To decide which deltas to send, deltas are totally ordered by <π, so that for any two different elements δ1 and δ2 in ∆π, either δ1 <π δ2 or δ2 <π δ1. Only the highest mtu deltas are included in a gossip message. The possible orderings for a reconciliation mechanism may be constrained by correctness requirements. Within those constraints, different orderings may lead to different performance as we will demonstrate later.
We now present two different reconciliation mechanisms.
The first, precise reconciliation, sends only necessary updates, and is used for baseline measurements. Next we present our own mechanism, Scuttlebutt.
Precise Reconciliation
In precise reconciliation, the two participants in a gossip exchange send exactly those mappings that are more recent than those of the peer. Thus, if the participants are p and q, p sends to q the set of deltas
On receipt, q uses ∆ p→q precise to update µq(r). Due to concurrent gossip activity, not all entries may be updates, so it only applies an update if the version number is larger than what is in its current µq(r). The same holds for p and ∆ q→p precise .
In practice, precise reconciliation is quite difficult. To determine the differences between the participants, digests of the participants' states have to be exchanged. As described before, and as is clear from the definitions of ∆ p→q precise and ∆ q→p precise , this can consist of sending the state without the values. This could still amount to a considerable amount of data, while compressions schemes (e.g., using hashes) may consume significant CPU cycles.
How to order deltas in these sets for best results in case an mtu is enforced is not clear. Ordering may be done randomly or deterministically. In this paper, we use two deterministic approaches for baseline purposes. For the "precise-oldest" approach, the mtu most out-of-date deltas are included in the gossip message. For the "precise-newest" approach, the most recent updates are used instead. The latter may result in starvation, where some older updates never get a chance to propagate.
Note that, if implemented, both these orderings would require a synchronized clock among the members and that all updates be timestamped with this clock.
Scuttlebutt Reconciliation
Next we present a mechanism that can be more efficient than precise reconciliation, both in terms of network bandwidth used and CPU cycles spent. Let max(σ) be the maximum version number used in σ ∈ S. A participant p is allowed to update its own state σp = µp(p) one key at a time. Say that the participant wishes to update key k0 to value v0, creating a new state σ p . Scuttlebutt requires that the participant uses a version number higher than any used before, that is, σ p (k0) = (v0, n0) where n0 > max(σp), and σ p (k) = σp(k) for all k = k0. As a result, it is not possible for two different keys in a state to map to the same version number.
When p and q start gossiping, they first exchange digests {(r, max(µp(r))) | r ∈ P} and {(r, max(µq(r))) | r ∈ P} resp. 1 On receipt, p sends to q
while q sends to p a similar set ∆ q→p scuttle .
A gossiper never transmits updates that were already known at the receiver. If gossip messages were unlimited in size, then the sets contains the exact differences, just like with precise reconciliation. If a set does not fit in the gossip message, then it is not allowed to use an arbitrary subset as in precise reconciliation. Scuttlebutt requires that if a certain delta (r, k, v, n) is omitted, then all the deltas with higher version numbers for the same r should be omitted as well. We enforce this using a constraint on the ordering between deltas:
Scuttlebutt satisfies the global invariant C(p, q) for any two processes p and q:
In other words, each process q either has the current mapping for a key k at process p, or the current version of k is larger than the maximum that q has for p. Because initially all keys at all processes are mapped to (⊥, ⊥), and ⊥ is the lowest possible version number, this invariant holds in the initial state of the system. It is obvious too that at all times C(p, p) holds, and thus local updates to a mapping preserve the invariant. Finally, it is easy to verify that a gossip exchange of the mapping of r between processes p and q maintains the invariant, that is, the new version of µp(r) satisfies C(r, p) while the new version of µq(r) satisfies C(r, q). (In fact, at most one of the two tables, the one with the smaller maximum version number, would be updated.) This is why it is important that deltas are communicated in the order of version number; if not, the invariant could be violated.
A remarkable property of Scuttlebutt is that the gossip exchange between two participants is not designed to eliminate all differences between the two participants, even if there is sufficient room in the gossip messages. See Figure 1 for an example. The table shows part of the states of participant r at participants p, q, and r for keys a, b, and c. Between times t = 1 and t = 2, p and r have been able to exchange one delta, as have q and r. At time t = 2, max(µp(r)) and max(µq(r)) are the same, and should p and q gossip, q will not send its more recent entries to p.
This may appear to be a shortcoming-precise reconciliation can eliminate all differences and therefore potentially converge faster. However, the differences that would be eliminated involve keys that have already been updated at r, and thus would have to be reconciled again. Not sending the unnecessary updates leaves room in the gossip message for deltas of other participants.
Given invariant C(p, q), the following property holds because no key of p can have a version number higher than max(µp(p)):
It is then clear that Scuttlebutt converges to consistency in spite of not necessarily updating all keys in every exchange.
More than one ordering satisfies the constraint in Equation 1, but these may result in different performance characteristics. We present two possible orderings. The "scuttlebreadth" ordering function tries to be fair to all participants by including in each gossip message deltas from as many different participants as possible. It uses a ranking on deltas for the same participant. The delta with the lowest version number has rank 0, the next lowest rank 1, and so on. The deltas are first ordered by rank so that deltas with lower ranks are included before deltas with higher ranks. For two different deltas with the same rank, and thus necessarily for different participants, the ordering is based on an ordering among the participants. This ordering should be different for each gossip exchange to eliminate long-term bias, and our experiments use a different pseudo-random ordering for each gossip message. Note that this ordering easily satisfies the constraint on < scuttle .
The other ordering function we present, "scuttle-depth," is the best we encountered from various trials. Instead of being fair to all participants, it prioritizes updates for those who are most left behind. That is, scuttle-depth prefers deltas of participants for which more deltas are available over deltas of participants with few available deltas. For participants with the same number of available deltas, random ordering among participants is used to remove bias (as in scuttlebreadth). Finally, deltas from the same participant are inversely ordered by their version number, consistent with the ordering constraint.
So far we have assumed that a Scuttlebutt digest, consisting of a version number for each participant, fits in a network message, but in a large system this may not be the case. Large systems that use gossip are often organized hierarchically (e.g., [13] ) such that individual gossip populations are limited in size. If need be, multiple messages may be used to exchange the digests. or the set of participant identifiers and corresponding version numbers itself could be reconciled using some reconciliation mechanism. For example, instead of including all participants in a digest, it is possible to include a pseudo-random participants subset of the required maximum size, which still works but increases propagation time.
Evaluation
To evaluate the reconciliation strategies discussed, we ran various simulated experiments in overload scenarios. There are 128 participants, each having 64 key/value pairs. Each participant gossips once per second. The values are updated at a certain rate, the same for each participant. Values are updated uniformly at random.
The experiment starts at time t = 0. The initial update rate per participant, ρ, is 1 per second. In the first 15 seconds of the simulation, no message size limit is enforced, allowing the system to warm up to remove bias. After this, a message limit is enforced. At t = 25, we double the rate. At t = 75, we restore the rate. Finally, at t = 120, updates are terminated, allowing the system to converge on a single set of values.
In Figure 2 (a) we report maximum staleness as a function of time for a typical experiment with mtu = 100. A keyvalue mapping µq(p)(k) is stale if µq(p)(k) = µp(p)(k). The staleness of such a mapping µq(p)(k) is the amount of time that has lapsed since µq(p)(k) was last updated.
The aggregate update rate is 128 updates per second, and in a system without message size limitations one would expect the average gossip message to contain half this number of updates (as there is a gossip message in each direction in a gossip exchange). Thus we would expect each of the protocols to work well, and the experiments bear this out. Latency of dissemination under these conditions is about 5 or 6 rounds of gossip, as can be derived from epidemic analysis.
At t = 25 the aggregate rate doubles to 256 updates per second, creating overload, and we see that the different approaches diverge. Precise-newest results in the highest maximum staleness due to starvation of values that did not get a chance to be disseminated early on, but recovers fastest after the update stream stops. To see why this is, see Figure 2 (b), which reports the number of stale mappings as a function of time: precise-newest has the fewest stale mappings of all protocols. This explains its fast recovery: it has the fewest values to disseminate after t = 75. Precise-oldest has much better maximum staleness, but recovers slowly exactly because it generates the most stale mappings.
There appears to be a trade-off between maximum staleness and the number of stale mappings, although as we can see, scuttle-depth scores well on both metrics. The scuttlebreadth protocol has disappointing results, strongly indicating the importance of a good ordering. After updates cease at t = 120, the states of the participants converges for all protocols.
We did various other experiments, using different numbers of participants, different numbers of gossip neighbors, different update rates and message sizes, and using a Zipf distribution for updates, but in all cases the trends are much the same.
Scuttle-depth performs best, almost able to keep up in some of these heavy load cases and recovering quickly. But no matter how good the reconciliation protocol, overload remains a problem.
FLOW CONTROL
The objective of a flow control mechanism for gossip is to determine, adaptively, the maximum rate at which a participant can submit updates without creating a backlog of updates. A flow control mechanism should be fair, and under high load afford each participant that wants to submit updates the same update rate. As there is no global oversight, the flow control mechanism has to be decentralized, where the desired behavior emerges from participants responding to local events.
Local events that may be monitored are overflows of gossip messages. Occasional overflow is not problematic-all our reconciliation protocols can deal with this. But if there is a trend in which the overflow becomes increasingly worse, then a participant should back off generating updates.
In isolation, such a strategy by itself results in some participants backing off, while other participants increase their update rate. To compensate for such unfairness, we can use the gossip mechanism itself. When two participants gossip, they exchange their current maximum update rates. Assuming both participants wish to update at the maximum rate possible, they split the difference, each ending up with the same maximum update rate, which is the average of their old update rates. The aggregate update rate will not have changed, but the system as a whole has increased its fairness. If one of the participants is not updating at the maximum rate available to it, the participant can reduce its maximum update rate and transfer the remainder to its peer.
Spreading Capacity Fairly
Each participant p has a desired update rate ρp, 2 but will not submit updates faster than a maximum update rate, τp, which it adjusts as necessary. When two participants p and q gossip, they exchange their values of these variables. If ρp + ρq ≤ τp + τq, both will be able to send at their desired rates, and the remainder may be split evenly between them:
Should, however, ρp + ρq > τp + τq, at least one of the two participants will not be able to send at their desired rate. If ρp ≥ (τp + τq)/2 ∧ ρq ≥ (τp + τq)/2, then the participants both get the same share:
If either p or q wants to send less than the average maximum rate, that participant can be accommodated while the other receives the remainder. Without loss of generality, say ρp < (τp + τq)/2. Then
Note that in all three cases, τ p + τ q = τp + τq, so no capacity is lost or gained in the process.
Local Adaptation
For local adaptation, we use an approach inspired by TCP flow control [4] . In TCP, the send window adapts according to a strategy called Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease (AIMD). In this strategy, window size grows linearly with each successful transmission, but is decreased by a certain factor whenever overflow occurs. In the case of TCP, the overflow signal is the absence of an acknowledgment.
We apply a similar strategy to adapt τp, the maximum number of updates that p can send per gossip interval. The overflow signal is generated whenever a certain number of consecutive gossip messages are completely filled. We found that a single such occurrence is not a good indicator. Our AIMD rules are as follows:
• if for φ1 gossip exchanges in a row one or both (sent and received) of the delta sets is larger than mtu, then τ p = α · τp, 0 < α < 1;
• if for φ2 gossip exchanges in a row both delta sets are smaller than mtu, then τ p = min(τp + β, mtu), β > 0.
For our experiments, φ1 = φ2 = 3, α = 0.75, and β = .2.
2 To determine the desired update rate, each participant would monitor the rate at which updates become available.
Evaluation
To demonstrate the efficacy of the adaptation, we ran more experiments. Each participant submits as many updates as its maximum update rate allows, starting at t = 15 seconds. At this time mtu = 100. At time t = 90, we synthetically created a sudden network load increase by reducing the mtu to 50. Figures 3(a) shows the update rate at a randomly chosen participant for a selection of reconciliation mechanisms and orderings. (We now exclude scuttle-breadth for readability.) As can be seen, starting at t = 15 the rate creeps up and the participant is sending increasingly faster until a balance is achieved. At t = 90, when the gossip message size is halved, the rate quickly drops and settles at a rate that can be supported with the new message size limit. The adaptation appears mostly independent of the protocol used, although precise-oldest has more trouble adjusting at t = 90 and drops temporarily to well below a rate that it can handle.
Figures 3(b) shows the maximum staleness as seen across all participants. At t = 90, when the mtu is halved, the protocols are having some difficulty adjusting. All protocols recover, but scuttle-depth provides the best trade-off between recovery time and maximum staleness.
RELATED WORK
In the seminal Clearinghouse paper [3] , the authors propose an iterative precise reconciliation technique, exchanging most recent updates first until hashes show that the states have been reconciled. Our experiments with this approach have been disappointing, and we found that twothirds or more of updates are sent unnecessarily. Trachtenberg, Minsky, and Zippel [8] as well as Byers, Considine, and Mitzenmacher [1] propose techniques that work well for rumor-mongering, but cannot support anti-entropy.
For global adaptation, a variety of papers have addressed flow control for multicast protocols (e.g., [2] ). Typically these protocols consider a single sender trying to send messages as quickly as possible without overloading the receivers, and use end-to-end feedback from the receivers to the sender. Anti-entropy protocols, on the other hand, have all participants contributing traffic, and are mostly interested in reducing staleness of information.
Previous work on flow control for gossip has focused on rumor-mongering, where the objective is dissemination of message streams rather than fixing inconsistencies between participants. Several projects have proposed strategies for dealing with limited message buffering capacity at participants [9, 7, 6] . Pereira et al. [10] present NEEM, an epidemic multicast protocol that uses TCP connections between participants to provide flow control. To deal with backlog on TCP connections, the authors propose various message purging strategies.
Rodrigues et al. [12] use a strategy similar to ours, piggybacking resource information on existing gossip traffic and adjusting senders' rates accordingly. Their objective is to reduce the number of messages dropped. Pereira et al. [11] look at reducing latency in rumor-mongering protocols by strategically picking gossip partners.
CONCLUSION
Anti-entropy has a limited capacity given a certain budget of network bandwidth and CPU cycles. We have demonstrated that if too much data is gossiped, anti-entropy protocols lose their objective of predictable performance. The paper presents two complementary techniques.
The first technique is a new reconciliation mechanism that, in the face of overload, aggressively selects updates that have not been made obsolete by later updates, but without starving updates that are not yet obsolete. The second technique is a flow control mechanism for anti-entropy protocols. In this mechanism, each participant locally adapts its rate of updates. The protocol assures fairness by dividing the available network capacity among the participants that are actively gossiping new updates.
While each technique is useful by itself, the combination appears particularly effective. We believe that both techniques are amenable to further improvements, such as giving differentiated performance for classes of updates, and accommodating heterogeneous participants, for example in environments where not all participants have equal network access.
